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Abstract:
This thesis explores methods for detecting emotional facial expressions
occurring in a tutor-tutee setting -- the expressions made by the tutee to
nonverbally communicate understanding. Three issues were evaluated in
the analyses: the comprehension level of the user after interacting with the
system, the user’s perception of their learning experiences as a result of the
embedded animated agent and the affective visualization of the different
learning states. Preliminary results show that the condition in which the
agent is fully expressive shows a marked increase in the level of
comprehension because as we speculated the user is more invested in the
software when the agent fully articulates emotion through head movement
and facial expression. By examining the variability in facial expressions for
similarity in their valence looks at how to classify expressions based on their
between class similarities. The novelty in this system is in the engine of the
affective model. In recent years examining local features has gained traction
for spontaneous expression detection. The local binary pattern is one such
technique. In this dissertation a Gaussian distributed adaptive local binary
pattern threshold on the statistical relevance of the intensity values in the
region of interest to express variability in facial expressions.
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